
 
 

Memorandum  

FROM: Dave Jarecke and Ellen Kreifels 

TO:  NREA Members 

DATE: December 22, 2021 

RE:  DOE Request for Information 

In February 2021, President Biden issued an EO directing the federal agencies to study the 

supply chain issues across the board, not just the energy sector. Part of that EO created a task force 

of the various industries and departments which started meeting in June. The various agencies 

started issuing industry specific RFIs in mid September. The DOE issued their energy specific RFI 

November 29. There are 14 categories of information sought, almost all of which relate to 

expansion of renewable energy and the supply chain constraints that may hinder that effort. 

Additionally, the RFI focuses on what the federal government can do to facilitate greater renewable 

development, not specific to supply chain issues. I view this RFI as a means for DOE to produce 

a plan to meet its decarbonization goals, and I believe that it has very little to do with the current 

supply chain issues facing the NREA members. 

Here is an example, and asked for each renewable technology:  

• Where in the wind energy technology supply chain does it make sense for the U.S. 

to focus and prioritize its efforts both in the short-term and the long-term, and why? 

• Where in the supply chain do you see opportunities for the U.S. to build domestic 

capabilities of wind energy technology manufacturing?  

• What areas of the supply chain should the U.S. not prioritize for attraction or 

expansion of domestic manufacturing capabilities, and why?  

• For areas in the supply chain where U.S. opportunities to build domestic 

manufacturing capabilities are limited, which foreign countries or regions should 

the U.S. government prioritize for engagement to strengthen/build reliable 

partnerships, and what actions should the government take to help ensure 

resilience in these areas of the supply chain? 

Even the handful of questions that NREA may have some expertise are very high level.  

Example:  

• What are the current and future supply chain vulnerabilities given the anticipated 

growth in demand for electric grid technologies to support decarbonization, 

particularly large power transformers (LPT) and high-voltage, direct current 

technology (HVDC)?  



• Of the vulnerabilities, which are the most crucial for the U.S. to address and focus 

on and why? 

• How can the government partner with the private sector and communities to build 

domestic energy manufacturing capabilities?  

• What investments and other policy mechanisms are needed to enable these 

partnerships? 

• How can policies and programs that support domestic energy manufacturing also 

support workforce opportunities and the creation of competitive, long-term 

manufacturing careers, especially for communities impacted by energy transition? 

If you look at the questions presented by other agencies (i.e. DOT), their 10-20 questions 

are targeted and limited to current supply chain issues. It is also interesting to note that DOE has 

not received any substantive comments to this RFI, yet.  

This RFI does permit commenters to submit only partial comments, so if your system 

wishes to respond as you deem appropriate, then please submit your comments to the DOE.  


